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Abstract—Eye-based Human-Computer Interaction: HCI system
which allows phoning, reading e-book/e-comic/e-learning,
internet browsing, and TV information extraction is proposed for
handicap student in E-Learning Application. The conventional
eye-based HCI applications are facing problems on accuracy and
process speed. We develop new interfaces for improving key-in
accuracy and process speed of eye-based key-in for E-Learning
application, in particular. We propose eye-based HCI by utilizing
camera mounted glasses for gaze estimation. We use the sight for
controlling the user interface such as navigation of e-comic/ebook/e-learning contents, phoning, internet browsing, and TV
information extraction. We develop interfaces including standard
interface navigator with five keys, single line of moving keyboard,
and multi line of moving keyboard in order to allow the
aforementioned functions without burdening the accuracy. The
experimental results show the proposed system does work the
aforementioned functions in a real time basis.
Keywords-Eye-based HCI; E-Learning; Interface; Keyboard.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the development of eye-based human computer
interaction is growing rapidly. This grow is influenced by the
growing of the number paraplegics. The number of
paraplegics extremely increased (It was reported that in 2009
the number of paraplegics in U.S.A. has gained up 40% from
2007) caused by accident working (28%), motor vehicle
accident (24%), sporting accident (16%), fall (9%), victim of
violence (4%), birth defect (3%), natural disaster (1%), and
others [1].
Nowadays, the eye-based Human-Computer Interaction:
HCI has been widely used to assist not only handicap person
but also for normal person. In handicap person, especially
paraplegic, they use eye-based HCI for helping them to selfsufficient in the daily life such as input text to computer [2],
communication aids [3], controlling wheelchair [4] [5], having
meal on table using robot arm [6], etc. The eye key-in system
has been developed by many researchers [2]. The commercial
available system provided by Tobii Tracker Company 1 has
been used by many researchers for developing text input,
customer interest estimator on business market, etc [7].
1
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Technology has been successful at rehabilitating paraplegics`
personal lives. Prof. Stephen Hawking2 , who was diagnosed
with Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis3 (ALS), uses an electronic
voice synthesizer to help him communicate with others [8]. By
typing the text through aid of a predictive text entry system,
approximating his voice, he is able to make coherent speech
and present at conferences. To give another example, a
paraplegic patient wearing a head-mounted camera is able to
draw figures, lines, and play computer games [2]. Clearly,
through use of assistive technology, handicapped people are
able to do feats on par with non-handicapped people.
The published papers discussing eye-based HCI system are
categorized into: (1) vision-based and (2) bio-potential-based.
The vision-based method utilized camera to capture image and
estimate the user sight. The key issue here is how the
method/system could be deal with environment changing.
Lighting changing, user movement, various types of user, etc
have to cooperate with the system. The vision-based system
could be explained as follows,
1) Ref. [9] developed eye mouse based on user’s gaze. After
face is found and tracked, eye location is searched by
projection of difference between left and right eye images.
Output of this system is only left and right direction
which used to control mouse pointer. No upward and
downward directions are used. It has been implemented to
control application such “BlockEscape” 4 game and
spelling program.
2) Ref. [10] developed eye mouse which user’s gaze is
obtained from pupil location by using Haar Classifier
(OpenCv function5 ). Also, blinking is used as left click
mouse event.
3) Ref. [11] developed camera mouse using face detection
and eye blink. Center position of face is detected by using
Adaboost 6 face detection method and tracked by using
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http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/
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Lucas-Kanade method7. This location is used as pointing
value and blinking is used as left click mouse event.
4) Ref. [12] developed a human-computer interface by
integrating eye and head position monitoring devices. The
system was controlled based on user sight and blinking.
The user command could be translated by system via sight
and blinking. Also, they modified calibration method for
reducing visual angle between center of target and the
intersection point (derived by sight). It was reported that
this modification could allowed 108 or more command
blocks to be displayed on 14 inch monitor. Also, it was
reported that it has hit rate of 98% when viewed at the
distance of 500mm. For triggering, the blinking was used
to invoke commands.
The bio-potential-based method estimated user behavior
(eye behavior) by measuring user’s bio-potential. The biopotential measurement instrument is required for measuring
eye behaviors. The example of bio-potential-based has been
applied into application of electric wheelchair controlled using
Electrooculograph (EOG) 8 analyzed user eye movement via
electrodes directly on the eye to obtain horizontal and vertical
eye-muscle activity. Signal recognition analyzed Omni
directional eye movement patterns [13].
In this paper, we propose eye-based HCI allowing
phoning, reading E-Book, E-Leaning and E-Comic, and TV
information extraction. E-Book, E-Learning, E-Comic
contents can be accessible through Internet. The proposed Eye
Based Tablet PC: EBTPC allows read the contents [14]. One
segmentation TV signal can be acquired with tuner. Sometime
users would like to get information for purchasing products
introduced from the TV program. The conventional system
need human resources to extract such information for
purchasing the products then create sales product database for
consumers. They used to sell access fees for getting
information. The proposed TV information extraction allows
users to extract information automatically [15]. The objective
of this research is how we could use to replace the use of
touch screen that always rely on hand. The use of touch screen
to input a command has been widely used in many
applications. The use of it is still limited only for normal
person who could input a command by touching the screen
directly using hand. Unfortunately, the handicap person will
not be able to use it since he could not use his hand to input a
command via touch screen like the normal person. In this
research, besides allowing the use of it for handicap person, it
should improve the response time of typing since the sight is
faster than hand control. If we input a command using hand, it
could be fast if hand have recognized the location of the key,
unfortunately the actual speed rely on the distance between
key. If the bigger size of keyboard is used, the hands-typing
speed will decrease (It happens if the distance among the keys
is farther than the finger covered area). For the condition with
distance among keys is farther, the sight will be faster than the
hands. In this research, we propose eye-based HCI by utilizing
camera mounted on user glasses to estimate the user sight. By
fixing the users head position, we estimate the sight of user to
7
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display. We use the sight detection result to input command
such as navigate E-Comic/E-Book/E-Learning reader, call a
phone number for phoning, and TV information extraction.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, we propose a new system of eye-based HCI
allowing phoning, browsing internet, reading E-book/EComic, and TV information extraction. Such system will help
handicap person using mobile E-Learning system.
The mobile E-Learning system utilizing mobile phone or
smart phone for accessing E-Learning content from server
have to be prepared also for handicap student. The handicap
student who has difficulty to use hands will face problems
using E-Learning system. Beside the application for ELearning system, we also prepare it for making call (allowing
user type phone number and making phone call), internet
browsing, E-Comic/E-Book/E-Learning content reader, and
TV information extraction. In this system, we design user
interface that will be explained as follows,
A. Proposed User Interface
Error! Reference source not found. shows the interface’s
flow of our system. The startup menu will show buttons
consisting of Phone Dial Pad, E-book/E-Comic Reader,
Internet browsing, and TV Information extraction. These
buttons provide different functionality that could be choosing
by user. User chooses one of this menu buttons to enter the
sub menu. The main menu is shown in Error! Reference
source not found..

Figure 1 User Interface

Figure 2 Main menu

Figure 3 Phone dial pad sub menu

It consists of four buttons placed in top (Phone dial pad),
down (TV), right side (Internet Browsing), and left sides
(Read E-Comic/E-Book). To select the button, user have to
look at it and hold within few seconds (using timer mode) or
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blinking (using blinking mode) for execution. In our system,
we maintain the number of button is five (top, down, left,
right, and center) for maintaining selection accuracy (As we
know that the increasing the number of key/button will
decrease the accuracy). Also, we design these buttons with
same distance among them for making all buttons become a
button with same characteristic with others.
After user select the button on main menu, the sub menu of
selected button will be shown. If user selects the phone dial
pad button, the interface such in Error! Reference source not
found. will appears.

Figure 4 Sub menu of E-book/E-comic/E-Learning content reader

It contains four buttons with single line moving keyboard.
The four buttons are used to move the moving keyboard to left
or right, call the selected phone number, and return to main
menu via “BACK” button. The single line moving keyboard
consist of the number characters and symbol that as used in
usual phone dial pad. We only use single line moving
keyboard because the number of character for phone dial pad
is few, so it does not need multi line moving keyboard. User
could select the phone number by navigating the left and right
button to move the single line moving keyboard. User have to
locate the candidate of selected number to center by using
these two navigator buttons (“LEFT” and “RIGHT”). To
locate the candidate of selected number to center (for instance
“4”), user could look at “LEFT” within 2 steps (if the initial
condition is “6”) until the “4” moves to center (the number
located in center will be shown in bigger size to help user
distinguish it easily).

Figure 5 Sub menu of Internet browsing

The other sub menu is E-book/E-Comic reader as shown in
Error! Reference source not found.. This sub menu consist
of four buttons: “SELECT” for selecting the title of E-book/EComic, “BACK” for return to main menu, “PREVIOUS” to go
to previous page, and “NEXT” to go to next page of opened
content. Before user could read the content, user have to select
the title of the E-book/E-Comic by navigating “PREVIOUS”
and “NEXT” button. After the desired title is shown, user
opens it by selecting the “SELECT” button and the content of
selected file will be opened and shown on display.
The sub menu for internet browsing is shown in Figure 5.
This sub menu will allow user surfing around the world
through web site. User could use our interface for browsing
internet by utilizing his eye only. First, user input the URL
address via moving keyboard navigated using four buttons:
“UP” is for moving the layout go to upward, “DOWN” is for
moving the layout go to downward, “LEFT” is for moving the
layout go to leftward, and “RIGHT” is for moving the layout
go to rightward. After the URL address is input by user, the
web page will be shown on bottom part of our interface.
The last sub menu is TV Information Extraction is shown
in Error! Reference source not found.. It will allow user
extract information from Digital TV (Usually used to extract
information such as schedule, price of advertising item, sub
title, etc). To extract the information, user could navigate our
interface using four buttons: “LEFT” and “RIGHT” are for
changing the type of information, “BACK” is for returning to
main menu, and “EXTRACT” is for executing the TV
Information follows the type of information.

Figure 6 Sub menu of TV information extraction

B. Implementation
We implement our system by utilizing Infrared: IR Camera,
NetCowBoy DC NCR-131 mounted on user glasses to acquire
user image. We modified the position of 7 IR LED for
adjusting illumination and obtaining stable image even
illumination of environment changes as shown in Figure 7.
IR Leds

Camera
Sensor
Figure 7 Modified camera sensor

Our software is developed under C++ language of Visual
Studio 2005 and OpenCv, image processing library, which can
be downloaded as free at their website. The advantages of this
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camera mounted on glasses have been explored in ref [4]. It
was success to minimize problems such as vibration,
illumination changes, head movements, etc.
In this system, we search pupil location on an eye image
by using our method that has been published in the reference
[16]. We estimate the sight by converting the obtained position
of pupil to sight angle. After the sight angle is estimated, we
control the mouse cursor by using this sight.

display has different pattern to calibration points on camera
image. We can see that the calibration points is little bit
nonlinear and symmetry. To solve this non linearity problem,
we use perspective transformations to transform the nonlinear
eye estimated location to trajectory of display as shown in
Figure 11.

The use of typical web camera has merit in low cost and
easy to make, unfortunately it has demerit in noise, flicker,
low resolution, etc. These demerits influence the stability of
our system. Also, the various type of user’s eyelash,
deformable phenomenon of eye shape due to eye movement,
existence of light source, etc often influence our sight result
become unstable.
To solve this stability problem, there are many approach
such as improving hardware stability, filtering, etc. In this
system, we solve this problem by developing interface
allowing user type characters; navigate an E-book/E-Comic
reader, etc. We maintain the typing accuracy by developing
the interfaces that have been explained previously.

Figure 8 Use of the proposed system

To use our system, user just wears the glasses sensor in
front of display as shown in Figure 8. Before user uses our
system, the calibration step should be passed first (because we
only use single camera). The calibration step will synchronize
eye trajectory on image (which is acquired by camera) with
the sight trajectory on the display. The eye trajectory in image
has different pattern compared with eye trajectory in display.
Due to the difference of camera placement, the sight estimated
result may have nonlinear output with display as shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9 Phenomena of different camera placement to the relation between
eye trajectories to display-trajectory area

If the camera placement is not in center of pupil exactly, it
means the plane of camera is not in a line between center of
pupil and center of display, we have to transform the trajectory
output of camera to trajectory of display. The calibration
points that resulted from calibration step influenced by the
different camera placement are shown in Figure 10.
From Figure 10 we can see that between target points on

Figure 10 Effect of different camera placements
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Figure 12 Influence of light changing to eye detection accuracy

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To measure the effectiveness of our proposed method, we
tested it performance by conducting accuracy experiment for
eye detection and the sight.
A. Eye Detection Accuracy
The perfect performance of eye detection method is
mandatory in every eye-based HCI system. It determines of
accuracy in early step. The next process only will gain the
result. This experiment involved six users with different
nationality (The difference of nationality identical with
various eye shapes, various skin colors of eye, etc). The T ABLE
1 shows the accuracy performance of our method compared
with two other methods: Adaptive Threshold 9 and Template
Matching10. The result shows that our method is superior with
accuracy of 96.73% and could maintain accuracy against
different user by variance is 16.27%.

1000
900
800

Y coordinate (pixel)

Figure 11 Transformation from eye trajectory to display trajectory

B. Stability of Sight Estimated Point
The sight stability is measured to know the radius of sight
error. This radius determines the maximum number of key that
still could be used. The bigger radius of sight error causes the
maximum number of key become decreases. Otherwise, the
minimum radius of sight error could elevate the maximum
number of key. In this experiment, user was looking at the
target point and it moved serially on six locations. The Figure
13 is shown the sight stability. It shows that on key 5, the
radius of sight error is high compared with other keys (it was
caused by light source disturbed the eye detection method).

700
600

T ABLE 1. EYE DETECTION ACCURACY
User
Types
1
2
3
4
5
6

9

Nationality

Indonesian
Indonesian
Sri Lankan
Indonesian
Japanese
Vietnamese
Average
Variance

Adaptive
Threshold
(%)
99.85
80.24
87.8
96.26
83.49
98.77
91.07
69.75

Template
Matching
(%)
63.04
76.95
52.17
74.49
89.1
64.74
70.08
165.38

Proposed
Method
(%)
99.99
96.41
96.01
99.77
89.25
98.95
96.73
16.27

Key 5

Key 6

Key 1

Key 2

Key 3

400
300
200

Also, we test our method to light changing. We give
adjustable lighting to system and measure the effect. The
result shows that our method could maintain the accuracy
from 0 Lx until about 1500 Lx. It means that our method does
work without any light because we have IR LED to adjust the
illumination. The proposed method failed if the light of
environment is more than 2000 Lx (direct sun light).

Key 4

500

100
0
0

200

400

600

800

X coordinate (pixel)

1000

1200

Figure 13Sight Stability

C. Effect of High Number of Key to Accuracy
This experiment measured the effect of high number of
key to accuracy. We conduct the experiment by modifying the
number of key and measuring the accuracy. We start our
experiment by using the number of key is 2; continue with 3, 5,
7, 9, and 15. The effect of number key to accuracy is shown in
Figure 14. It shows that the raise of number of key will
increase the error (decrease the accuracy). Also, we made a
simulation that could figure the relation of accuracy to the
distance among keys. This relation could be draw to a model
as shown in Figure 15, with the assumptions are sight
instability follow circle distribution (non parameter) with the
radius is R, the distance among key is AB, and the error is
represented by the slices among the circles.

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/HIPR2/adpthrsh.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template_matching
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In this experiment, we involved six users including two
beginner users and four expert users. The beginner user means
they ever used our system less than ten times. Otherwise, the
expert user ever used our system more than ten times. How
much time they ever used our system determines their
expertise level. We compared our result to Fixed Keyboard
Model as shown in T ABLE 2 .
T ABLE 2 T HE ACCURACY OF MULTI LINE OF MOVING KEYBOARD

Figure 14 Effect of number of keys to accuracy

Figure 15 Model of relation accuracy to distance among keys

The result of simulation is shown in Figure 16. It shows
that the approach of distance among keys causes the accuracy
decreases. Otherwise, the widening of distance among keys
causes the accuracy become maximal.

User

Expertise

Moving
Keyboard (%)

Fixed
Keyboard (%)

1

Expert

100.00

92.86

2

Expert

100.00

76.19

3

Beginner

82.14

71.43

4

Expert

100.00

85.71

5

Beginner

71.43

78.57

6
Average

Expert

100.00
92.26

66.67
78.57

The experiment result shows that our system has better
accuracy compared with fixed keyboard model. It was caused
by our key was bigger than the fixed keyboard. Also, we only
used five keys to navigate the moving keyboard while the used
fixed keyboard in this experiment has thirty keys. According
to our simulation result in Figure 16 that the higher number of
key will has worse accuracy. Because our method used lower
number of key, it causes our accuracy better than the fixed
keyboard model.
Beside the measurement of typing accuracy, we measured
the typing speed. By using same methodology of typing
accuracy experiment, we recorded the typing speed. The
experiment result is shown in T ABLE 3. It shows that our method
is faster than the fixed keyboard model because the use of
smaller key (in fixed keyboard model) made user become
difficult to input a character and it made the typing speed
become slower. Otherwise, our method used bigger key and it
made user still possible input a character easily. The result
shows that our method is faster with the typing speed of 134.69
seconds while the fixed keyboard has slower typing speed of
210.28 seconds.
T ABLE 3 T YPING SPEED

Figure 16 Simulation result of relation accuracy to distance among keys

D. Key-in Accuracy and Process Speed
In the last experiment, we conducted the experiment for
measuring typing accuracy and speed. In this system, we use
several model interfaces including standard navigator interface
with five key, single line of moving keyboard, and multi-line
of moving keyboard. In this experiment, we measured the
typing accuracy when user was using multi line of moving
keyboard and also recorded the typing speed.

User

Expertise

Moving
Keyboard (s)

Fixed Keyboard
(s)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Expert
Expert
Beginner
Expert
Beginner
Expert

117.50
138.67
180.50
101.00
161.50
109.00

154.00
195.33
275.00
197.33
213.00
227.00

134.69

210.28

Average

E. All the Functionalities
All the functionalities, phoning, reading E-Book, ELearning, E-Comic contents, Internet browsing, watching TV
and the required information for purchasing products
extraction from TV commercial are confirmed.
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IV. CONCLUSION
It is concluded that the proposed eye-based HCI system
works well for selecting and determining five keys for
navigation of functionalities. Expertise is required for perfect
key-in. In other words, 100% of key-in success rate can be
achieved through exercises of using eye-based HCI system.
Comparative study between the conventional fixed keyboard
and the proposed moving keyboard shows that key-in speed of
the proposed system is much faster than that of the
conventional system by around 35%. All the functionalities,
phoning, internet browsing, reading E-book/E-Comic/Elearning contents, and TV information extraction are
confirmed. These functions are available in a real time basis.
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